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CHTA Secretariat
Items for inclusion in Hotline and enquiries
about CHTA activities should be addressed to:

Contract Heat Treatment Association
c/o SEA / BATF,
Federation House, 10 Vyse Street,
Birmingham B18 6LT
Tel: 0121 329 2970 (or 0121 237 1123)
Fax: 0121 237 1124
E-mail: mail@chta.co.uk
Website: www.chta.co.uk
CHTA Secretary and Hotline Editor:
Alan J. Hick B.Sc., C. Eng., FIMMM
The Contract Heat Treatment Association is
not responsible for the statements made or
opinions expressed by contributors to Hotline.

CHTA is affiliated to the Surface Engineering Association
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12th May 2022–
the added
burden
“Energy for heat
Members will again be able to update and
network at this year’s Annual General Meeting,
to be staged at SEA’s Birmingham headquarters.
Full details will be circulated in April.
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treaters, now and
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Dan Hulme
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Energy a prime concern in
my 100 Hotline editions
Climate Change Levy

Alan J Hick
reﬂects on how
energy has
always been a hot
issue in his 25
years as Editor of
Hotline.
This is the 100th edition of Hotline that I’ve
had the pleasure of editing since 1997’s
issue number 68. Assisted by CHTA’s
Publicity Subcommittee, throughout we
have continued to promote the UK’s contract heat treaters and address matters of
common concern to our industrial sector.
My latest trip down memory lane coincides
with an immense such concern: an energy
crisis in which wholesale prices have skyrocketed to levels never before encountered. As I look back, I’m aware that this
major cost for CHTA members and its
efficient management have been prime
subjects focused upon in these pages.

Hotline 76, June 1999
Hotline 167

Before my editorship, Hotline 53 (March
1993) first warned us of the threat of the
“energy tax”, the next edition reproducing
a letter to DTI from Ian Brown (Wallwork)
opposing its introduction (ultimately in
2001).
Subsequently,
Ian’s
colleague
Richard Burslem, eventual leader of
CHTA’s CCA Steering Group, kept us
informed on efforts to gain CCL rebates
for our sector in Hotline numbers 76-83
(1999-2001). This campaign was strongly
reinforced by the involvement of SEA to
which CHTA became affiliated in 2000
(Hotline 81).
Hotlines 84-99 reported progress intermittently. Then, in 2005, Hotline 100
celebrated the SEA-enabled long-awaited
breakthrough in this matter, albeit there
was a frustrating wait before heat treaters
could implement their climate change
agreements due to delays in EU and UK
legislation.
State-aid approval for CHTA’s CCA was
reiterated in that year’s December Pre-

Hotline 103, March 2006

Hotline 124, June 2011

2005:The top two contributors to Hotline,
Richard Burslem and Dave Elliott with, to
borrow a phrase from Richard’s wife,
“their CCL faces on”.

Budget Report; Hotline 102 noted that
Chancellor Gordon Brown infamously
referred to us as the “Contract Heating
Treatment Association” (sic).
The following Hotline reported that the
CCAs had finally kicked in at the end of
January 2006. Since then, we featured
many updates on this matter, mainly penned by Dave Elliott of SEA, administrators
of CCAs on behalf of CHTA members.
This exercise was the first major example
of the undoubted benefits of CHTA’s
affiliation with SEA. As Richard Burslem,
who went on to become Chairman of both

Hotline 136, June 2014

Hotline 166, December 2021
3
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CHTA and SEA, acknowledged in Hotline
128 (June 2012): “The relationship with
SEA has always been cordial thanks to
two major factors: the foresight of previous
CHTA Chairmen Ian Brown, Terry Littlewood and David Wilkins in fashioning the
affiliation in such away that CHTA keeps a
good deal of independence, whilst participating fully in SEA; and secondly, the
drive, professionalism and warmth that
SEA Chief Executive David Elliott and his
team constantly exhibit and demonstrate
to CHTA”. (I’ll drink to that!).
CHTA members went on to enjoy the substantial financial advantage of CCAs for
eight years until the compensation became
unnecessary with the announcement (in
Hotline 136) that the government was
introducing exemptions from the main
rates of CCL for energy used in mineralogical
and
metallurgical
processes,
including heat treatment, from 1 April 2014.

Hotline 157
explored the
impact of noncommodity
charges on
electricity bills…

…and their
progressive
increase…

The future?

Energy price

As the accompanying energy dateline
illustrates, the introduction of CCAs for
heat treaters happened to coincide closely
with the first major hike in wholesale
energy prices in the last 25 years. Then an
article in Hotline 102 (December 2005)
bemoaned that: “On 22nd November, the
price of gas shot to over £1.50 a therm,
from an average over the last year of
around 30p.” This justified grievance is
now put into perspective by the recent
giant wholesale price leaps of the energy
crisis, examined in Hotline 166’s “The
current challenge facing furnace operators” by our good friend Dan Hulme of
Inspired Energy.
As recent events have shown, anticipating
future energy trends has always been
difficult. However, at CHTA’s 2011 AGM,
Andrew Buckley (Director General of the
Major Energy Users’ Council), contemplating “What does the future hold for UK
energy supplies?”, had a one-word answer:
“grief!”. Hotline 124 records his consideration of the likely effects of “the government’s costly ambition of rendering the
UK the greenest nation on earth”. He predicted that the £200billion-plus needed for
our low-carbon future would to be funded
largely through customer bills.
And so it proved. The record-breaking 24page Hotline 142 (December 2015) featured the article “Stemming the rising tide
of energy costs”. Here David Cockshott of
the Inenco Group drew our attention to
the fact that, whilst wholesale energy
prices had steadied, “non-commodity
charges have carved out a 50% share of
the bill and it’s these charges that are
causing so much pain.”
David observed: “Non-commodity costs
cover everything from the cost of transporting energy and keeping the system
balanced, to the cost of green taxes and
4

levies that are passed through the energy
bill to pay for low-carbon and renewable
policies. Transportation costs have tripled
in the past decade, and green taxes and
levies have risen by up to 600% since
2005. An energy-intensive industrial plant
will have seen their total non-commodity
costs rise by over 160% over the same
timeframe, despite some of the exemptions that have been put in place to keep
British energy-intensive industries competitive.”
This matter was further highlighted in
Hotline 157 (September 2019) which
reported that SEA was campaigning to
exempt the “policy” (green taxes and
levies) element of non-commodity costs
from member electricity payments. Dave
Elliott provides an update on this ongoing
project here on the following page.

The aforementioned 2011 presentation by
Andrew Buckley made me aware of what
we now know as net zero threatening the
continued use of fossil fuels, including
natural gas, the heat treaters’ lifeblood, as
we approach 2050. Hence Hotline 158’s
“The long-term future: whence the heat in
UK heat treatment?” in which Dan Hulme
explored the possible options to the heat
treater’s favoured heat source (and furnace
atmosphere feedstock).
The journey to net zero will present
companies with almighty planning, administration and cost challenges but, as I
opined in Hotline 165, this natural-gas
dilemma particularly concerns the heat
treater in me, as it should those planning
investment in new equipment.
Take for example our sector’s workhorse,
the gas-fired sealed-quench furnace used
for carburising in a natural-gas-derived
controlled atmosphere. Denied natural
gas, should this be heated by hitherto
more-expensive electricity (or yet-to-bevalidated hydrogen or a loosely-mooted
“green gas”!) and use a costlier synthetic
atmosphere? Or should a switch be made
to low-pressure carburising in a vacuum
furnace, a growing trend elsewhere, even
in frack-flourishing cheap-natural-gas-rich
North America (see February’s issue of
The Monty)?
Alternatively, to be gloomier, will the work
go abroad anyway for cheaper processing
by those subject to less-stringent climatechange restrictions and/or better-planned
energy futures than the UK’s?
As I write, this morning’s newspaper, sharing my own reservations about the energy
policies of successive environmentalistbludgeoned governments over the last 30
years, reports that senior Cabinet ministers are urging the PM to rethink net zero.
Watch this space…
My sincere thanks to everyone who has
helped me with contributions to Hotline
over the last 25 years.

…asked Hotlines 158 and 165.

Back issues of Hotline can be downloaded from www.chta.
co.uk/newsletter/.
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Some thoughts from Hotline’s
constant font of wisdom throughout the last 100 editions…

The energy
conundrum
Richard Burslem
Wallwork Heat Treatment
When I was a small boy, I was told the story
of King Canute, the eleventh-century king
of England, who had the audacity to try and
stop the tide from rising by commanding it
to do so. Later, in history lessons at school,
I was told that, actually, he was a wise
monarch who was trying to show his court
that there were some things beyond the
king’s control.
I also learned that Knutsford, the small town
about 15 miles from Manchester, was named
after him because he had crossed the river
Lilly there. All highly improbable I thought,
particularly as the Lilly is a tiny stream, easy
to go round rather than cross. Hence one of
my first instances of discovering that you
cannot always trust what you are told.
What has this to do with today’s energy
supply, usage and cost? I think the parallels
with the misinformation and contradictory
information are worth noting.
We live in times where we are constantly
warned of climate change. Global warming
has been upgraded to global heating to
reflect the ever increasing severity of the
problem. In the UK, Government policy has
been to encourage ‘renewable’ electricity
generation, such as solar and wind power,
with grants for installation and feed-in tariffs
for production, whilst kicking the politicallydodgy football of nuclear generation into the
long grass because support for it is a vote
loser.
We rely much more on imported electricity,
rather than investing in new generation, in
this country. We import goods from China
where over 60% of electricity is generated
from coal-fired stations. If we have sunny,
windy weather in the UK, we can generate
over half of our electricity from these sources
and, if not, we rely on gas and imported coal
as well as direct import. The clue is in the
word ‘global’; we are not helping to solve
the problem by dumping our ‘UK warming’
further afield.
We have political failure to do with energy at
many levels: from the Northern Ireland
Renewable Heat Incentive scandal ten years
ago and the encouragement to use diesel
vehicles longer ago than that – sorry – not to
use diesel vehicles in more recent times.
In Manchester, the proposed Clean Air Zone,
which was due to cover some 500 square
miles and start in May 2022, looks to be
postponed. Perhaps good news if you have a
truck over five years old as you would be
charged £15,000 a year (£60 a day), but is it
good news if you have already needlessly
Hotline 167

invested over £100,000 in new vehicles?
Five years ago, in March 2016, one measure of inflation, the RPI, stood at 100.2 and,
by September 2021, had increased by 12% to
112.4. Corresponding figures for our business are a rise of 100% for the price of
electricity, 222% for natural gas, 65% for
liquid nitrogen and 100% for ammonia.
In that period, as a business, we have done our
best to mitigate these costs, not only for
commercial reasons but also for environmental
and social ones, by spending large amounts on
newer technologies, process control, staff and
staff training. Our turnover has increased
slightly over that period affected, like many
manufacturers, by the Covid-19 pandemic. Our
energy use has decreased by 4% but the cost
of energy, as a percentage of turnover, has
almost doubled to 16%.
What does the future hold for we heat
treaters? If I knew that I would be buying
lottery tickets rather than writing this, but
several things are likely. The move to electric
vehicles is an opportunity for some but a
threat if you are reliant on heat treating
internal combustion engine parts or drive
trains. Will electric aircraft become a reality
and, if so, what will happen to jet engines
and their associated heat treatment? Additive
manufacturing, 3D printing, seems to be
very slow taking off, but then so were mobile
phones and reliance on the Internet. What
will that look like as a mature industry and
how will it affect heat treaters?
With natural gas probably set to be the next
pariah after diesel, is it worth replacing gasfired furnaces with electric. Will there be
enough electricity to power our industry? Is it
worth investing in our own (clean) generation?
We must always remember that heat treatment is a green industry. How can I justify
saying that? It is because our industry
prolongs the life of metal components, enables energy-efficient manufacturing processes and reduces the weight of many
metal parts required to do their duty –
sometimes all three together. We must not
be shy about the amount of energy we use
but must promote our industry as one that
saves energy overall.
To sum up, the situation is very confusing
and quite uncertain but, to apply Occam’s
razor to it: cut energy use as much as
economically makes sense; look to the future
but not too far because it will have changed
so much by then from the current vision; look
for emerging markets and be prepared to
lose declining ones; pass rising energy costs
on to your customers or you will not be here
for long to support them.
To return to Canute, more recently it occurred to me that, if he had placed his seat in
certain places on Morecambe Bay Sands at
low tide, he would have drowned as the tide
came in, unable to run away fast enough, as
has been the fate of many people there over
the years.
Let us not get caught out by a lack of the
appropriate knowledge; what that might be
will be different for all of us.

Compensating for
indirect emission
costs in
electricity prices
SEA’s Dave Elliott, another Hotline
regular, updates on latest attempts
to reduce non-commodity charges.
On 14th June 2021, the Department for
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) launched a consultation to review
the schemes to compensate energyintensive industries for indirect emission
costs in electricity prices.
The consultation was part of a wider
review to provide an assessment of the
risk of carbon leakage due to the indirect
emission cost from the UK Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) and compensation
price support (CPS). It also examined
whether mitigating this risk provided wider
benefits, such as levelling up and supporting jobs, ensuring business viability
until the point at which industrial
decarbonisation technologies could be
deployed and increase productivity.

“There’s been a 165%
increase in government
levies from 2014”
The SEA responded to the consultation
and asked that the surface engineering
sector be included in the scheme. SEA
have had a number of meetings with BEIS
and were accompanied by our President,
Lord Whitby. In the initial meeting, prior
to this consultation and the end of the
transition period, we were informed that
this was EU legislation and could be
changed to include our sector.
We subsequently wrote to the Business
Secretary, Kwasi Kwarteng, asking for
our sector to be included in any future
schemes and were told that this would be
investigated and looked at in favourable
manner, whatever that means….
On 17th November 2021, BEIS published
a summary of the responses that it has
received to the consultation and explained
that they were still analysing any future
scheme and the impact in may have on
Treasury finances.
This matters because there’s been a
165% increase in government levies from
2014.
So, we are still hopeful of a positive outcome but, if we do get our sector included
in the new scheme, there will probably be
some link made to decarbonisation and
the net-zero targets.
5

the emphasis moved from quality control
of the product to process control, which
concentrated on evaluating whether the

tools incorporated in software programs.
The individuals who have not received
this basic training in our opinion need help
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If you supply to heat treaters,
If you supply to heat treaters,
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advertising
in Hotline is a no-brainer
The only UK publication devoted to heat treating, the Contract Heat Treatment
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Association’s
quarterly
newsletter
Hotline
istreating,
circulated
hard-copy
form
and is alsoHotline 159
The only UK
publication
devoted
to heat
theinContract
Heat
Treatment
ADVERTISEMENTS
downloadable
from
CHTA’s
website
at
www.chta.co.uk/newsletter/.
Association’s quarterly newsletter Hotline is circulated in hard-copy form and is also
downloadable from CHTA’s website at www.chta.co.uk/newsletter/.
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Post regular items in Hotline’s “advertiser news”.
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Shanghai Ronghan Heat Treatment Technology Co., Ltd.
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302, Unit 40, Lane
158, Baocheng Road,
Minhang District, Shanghai, PRC.

Hotline does not accept recruitment advertising.
Germany Office：
Dr. Shi
Tel: +49(0)173-481-5590
E-mail: info.shrh@foxmail.com

China Office：
Mr. Bill Huang
Tel: +86(0)21-6460-9296
E-mail: bill.shrh@foxmail.com

For further details, contact Hotline Editor Alan J. Hick.
Tel: 0121
329 2970;
e-mail:
mail@chta.co.uk
For further
details,
contact
Hotline
Editor Alan J. Hick.

>>ronghan.sxl.cn<<

Tel: 0121 329 2970; e-mail: mail@chta.co.uk
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Design and Manufacture
of Furnaces and Ovens
Site Servicing
Furnace Fabrications

C

M

Specialist Alloy Fabrications

Y

Replacement Spares / Parts

CM

Efficiency Upgrades

MY

Refractory Work
Maintenance Contracts

CY

Process Controls

CMY

Vacuum Furnaces

K

Brinell and Rockwell
reference blocks from the
market leaders offer
exceptional value

ience counts !

... where exper
0231

Foundrax have been making hardness reference
blocks for longer than any other UK manufacturer and
were the first to achieve UKAS accreditation

For all your Contract Heat Treatment
Application Needs

Comprehensive

All blocks supplied
with UKAS certificates
of calibration
Blocks exceed BS EN
ISO 6506 / ISO 6508
and ASTM E10 / E18-20
as appropriate

Brinell blocks feature mirror finish for easy
indentation • Rockwell blocks available in standard
and premium ranges • Custom grid, standard grid or
no grid options • Extremely accurate manufacturing
capability gives high confidence in results
For details of our competitive pricing, call us on +44
(0)1458 274888 or email sales@foundrax.co.uk

Hotline 167

Temperature Profiling and TUS
S Solutions
S
for CQI-9 & AMS2750

Passes through furnace with the product.
• Complete product temperature profile
• Measurement at up to 20 points
• Thermocouple type options (K, N etc)
• Live 2 way radio communication option

Safe

No Trailing thermocouples so quick, safe,
system installation without production
delays. Even with Oil Quench!

Easy

Fully compliant AMS2750 or CQI-9 TUS
reports with only a single Click!

PhoenixTM Ltd. 25 Earith Business Park, Meadow Drove, Earith, Cambs., PE28 3QF, UK
Tel: +44(0)1353 223100 E-mail: sales@phoenixtm.com www.phoenixtm.com
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Market Movements

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Diary

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES RELATING TO 23 CHTA MEMBER SITES

Mean
index

This quarter last year

87.7

Last quarter

95.4

= TURNOVER INDEX 100

Predicted next quarter

102.2

14

11

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

March 27-30 2022
11TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RESIDUAL
STRESSES
Nancy, France
https://sf2m.fr/events/icrs-11/

170

April 25-27 2022
TOOLING 2022
Örebro, Sweden

140

Turnover Index

June 7-9 2022
SUBCON
Birmingham, England

www.subconshow.co.uk

*Members wishing issues to be raised at CHTA meetings
should notify CHTA’s Secretary, well beforehand, at
mail@chta.co.uk.
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1991-2016

2017-2021
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Hotline is sad to record the loss of a
good friend who died in January.

1 Year Nickel Spot
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In a 46-year career, exBodycote Bill Hewitt rose
from trainee laboratory
assistant to become Group
Quality Manager for the
world’s biggest contract
heat treater.
Amongst the many things that marked him
out was his willingness to share his experience and knowledge for the benefit of the
heat treatment sector as a whole.
An appreciation of Bill will appear in our next
edition. Meantime, Hotline sends sincere
condolences to his family and to his friends,
many in our heat treatment community.

NICKEL PRICE (US$/lb)

Ap

Quarter
No. sites

ar

May 26-27 2022
27TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HEAT TREATMENT
Genoa, Italy
www.aimnet.it/tt.htm

120

M

https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

130

21

May 16-17 2022
ADVANCED PYROMETRY
Manchester, England

111-115

150

b

May 12 2022
CHTA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE / AGM*
Birmingham, England

Based on “Market movements”
data related to 1st quarter of 1991

Fe

May 11-13 2022
INTERNATIONAL BOSPHORUS HEAT TREATMENT
SYMPOSIUM
Istanbul, Turkey Ana Sayfa | BHTS’2022 (bhts2022.com)

TURNOVER TRENDS

160

April 28 2022
PRI WEBINAR: HEAT TREATMENT OF ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

May 10 2022
PRI WEBINAR: HEAT TREAT CONTROL & INSPECTION
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

106-110

Turnover Index
180

April 6-8 2022 (New date)
11TH INTERNATIONAL METALLURGY, FOUNDRY,
FORGING AND HEAT TREATMENT INDUSTRY
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION
Songdo Incheon, Korea
www.thermotec.co.kr/English/introduction.html

May 2-3 2022
VACUUM HEAT TREATING
ASM Education virtual option online
Vacuum Heat Treating, May 2-3, 2022, Virtual Option ASM International

101-105

0

96-100

1

March 30-31 2022
PRI WEBINAR: INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

April 28 2022
CHTA PUBLICITY SUBCOMMITTEE*
Birmingham, England

This Quarter Last Year
Last Quarter
Prediction for Next Quarter

9

March 29 2022
PRI WEBINAR: HEAT TREATMENT OF TITANIUM
ALLOYS
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

www.tooling2022.org/

National (23 sites)

10

91-95

March 22-23 2022
PRI WEBINAR: HEAT TREATING: PROCESS OPERATOR
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

12

Number of Sites

March 17-18 2022
HEAT TREATING, FURNACES AND EQUIPMENT
ASM Education virtual option online
Heat Treating, Furnaces and Equipment, March 17-18,
2022, Virtual Option - ASM International

This Quarter (100)

13

March 17 2022
PRI WEBINAR: AMS2750 CHANGES IN REV F
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

86-90

March 15-16 2022
METALLURGY FOR NON-METALLURGISTS
CBM online course
https://thecbm.co.uk/news-and-events/events/

1 OCTOBER 31 DECEMBER 2021

OVERALL ANALYSIS
(23 SITES)

81-85

March 15-16 1 2022
INTRODUCTION TO PYROMETRY
Coventry, England
https://p-r-i.org/pri-training/

“THIS QUARTER” =

76-80

March 14-16 2022
BASICS OF HEAT TREATING
ASM Education virtual option online
Basics of Heat Treating, March 14-16, 2022, Virtual Option
- ASM International

Please send comment and
news items for June’s
Hotline 168 to: mail@chta.co.uk
Deadline: May 13th
Hotline 167

